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ABSTRACT  

The Scheduler is an innovative tool that maps linear data (i.e., time stamps) to an intuitive 3-
dimensional representation.  This transformation allows the user to identify relationships, 
conflicts, gaps, etc. that were not readily apparent in the data’s native form.  This tool has 
applications in operations research and litigation related analyses.  This paper will discuss why 
The Scheduler was created, the data available to analyze the issue, and how this code can be used 
in other types of applications.  Specifically, this paper will discuss how The Scheduler can be 
used by supervisors to maintain the presence of three or more employees at all times, which can 
help ensure all federal and state mandated work breaks are taken.  Additional examples for The 
Scheduler include assisting construction foreman to create a schedule that visualizes the presence 
of contractors in a logical sequence while eliminating overlap and/or ensuring cushions of time 
between contractors and matching items to non-uniform information.  

INTRODUCTION  

Many businesses, such as retail stores, factories, and grocery stores, must generate employee 
work schedules that result in smooth operational output and that alert employees to take 
mandated work breaks. These schedules can also be used by attorneys and consulting experts to 
evaluate potential work break violations (i.e., workers either did not or were not allowed to take 
breaks).  The Scheduler can create an employee schedule as well as identify any potential 
scheduling conflicts.  This paper discusses the specific problem that resulted in the development 
of The Scheduler. It then addresses how the tool can be implemented to solve a variety of 
application challenges in operations research and litigation related analyses.  

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOOL 

CONTEXT:    

The Claro Group is a multidisciplinary consulting firm and its professionals regularly provide 
consulting services in the area of labor and employment-related disputes.  In connection with 
such services, Claro professionals are sometimes asked to analyze employee work log data, often 
in the form of “punch-in” and “punch-out” records. The underlying datasets can contain millions 
of records, which in turn may require the development and implementation of various 
methodologies to help efficiently process such large datasets. 

  

                                                           
1 The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Claro Group or its 
clients. The processes and approach described in this article were based upon the available data and may not be 
equally applicable given the existence of other types/formats of data.  This article is for general information 
purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal or accounting advice.   
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“punched-in” and working and whether or not they were able to take their state mandated breaks 
(i.e., two additional employees were working at that time).  Additionally, we needed to limit the 
computational time in order to constrain cost to our client.  

Table 2 below provides sample code implementing The Scheduler macro. The first data step 
(lines 3-9) generates a list of date-time combinations (containing the day, month, year, and clock 
time). This set is computed with respect to the user designated number of time intervals, length 
of time, as well as a starting date/time (in this case 193,152 time intervals, each 15 minutes long 
beginning at midnight on September 1, 2004, see line 5). With these given parameters the end 
date becomes March 5, 2010. The user sets these parameters depending on the number of 
segments desired.2 Although more time segments will result in more precision, the tradeoff is an 
increase in SAS processing time as well as hard drive space usage. The user will have to 
determine what makes the most sense given his or her particular circumstances. In order to save 
processing time, each location was analyzed separately. 

 

Table 2. The Scheduler Macro Sample Code 

1 %MACRO MASSREADIN(store_no2);   
2 (step 1 start)      
3 data TIMES_&store_no2.(drop=i);    
4 format TIME datetime.;     
5 do i=0 to 193151;  TIME=intnx('MINUTE15','01Sep2004:00:00:00'dt,i); 
6  store_no2=&store_no2.;    
7  output times_&store_no2.;    
8 end;       
9 run;       
10        
11 (step 1 end)      
12        
13 data punch4_&store_no2.;     
14 set punch5loc;      
15 if store_no2=&store_no2.;     
16 run;       
17        
18 (step 2 start)       
19        
20 data Working_&store_no2. out;    
21  do pcc = 1 to ncc;     
22   set times_&store_no2. nobs=ncc point=pcc; 
23       do ppc = 1 to pcc;    
24         set punch4_&store_no2. nobs=npc point=ppc; 
25 if ((time1<=time & time2>time)) & store_no2=&store_no2. then do; 
26       working=emplid; 
27       output working_&store_no2.; 
28         end;  
29       end;    
30    end;      
31  stop;      
32 run;        
33 %MEND      

 

Lines 13-16 designate the particular location we were interested in evaluating. Next, for each 

                                                           
2 The number of segments was calculated by multiplying the number of days between September 1, 2004 and 
March 5, 2010 (2012) by the number of daily segments (4 15‐minute periods per hour X 24 hours is 96).   
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assisting construction foreman to create a schedule that visualizes the presence of contractors in a 
logical sequence while eliminating overlap and/or ensuring cushions of time between 
contractors. Finally, this code can be used to match items to a non-uniform period. 

Using this code and with appropriate available data, a supervisor could potentially aggregate 
transaction dollars into the same time intervals as those used for the employee schedules, 
enabling any employer to evaluate whether its resources are being allocated efficiently. Another 
example where The Scheduler could prove useful involves the sequencing and scheduling of 
work trades in the construction of a high rise building.  In this example, many different 
workers/tradespeople might need to occupy the same area to perform work.  The work of 
plumbers, electricians, city inspectors, insulators, etc. generally should be scheduled in a way to 
minimize overlapping workers and thus minimize inefficiencies and interference.  Using The 
Scheduler, a foreman could evaluate and determine, floor by floor, when and where these 
tradesmen should be scheduled so they may work harmoniously.   

Finally, The Scheduler might be used to match items to non-uniform periods.  For instance, 
employee expense receipts are typically reimbursed on employee paychecks.  However, in 
instances where all employees are not paid on the same day, these receipts may not easily be 
assigned a standard week end date.  A different week end date may be needed to match pay with 
expenses during that week.  However, using this code, given just a list of employee week end 
dates, The Scheduler could be used to match each employee’s week end date with his or her 
individual expense receipts. 

CONCLUSION 

The Scheduler is an innovative tool that maps linear data (i.e., time stamps) to an intuitive 3-
dimensional representation.  This transformation allows the user to identify relationships, 
conflicts, gaps, etc. that were not readily apparent in the data’s native form.  Even though the 
code was created to specifically tackle the issue of determining potential employee meal break 
violations, there are several other applications for this tool. 
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